Talents/Human Resource Development

520
- 257 - Internal AUN Development Programs
- 55 - ASEAN Experiential Learning Program
- 19 - AUN SUN/SiXER 3DS Program
- 50 - ASEAN Youth Volunteer Program (USR&S)
- 139 - Youth Cultural Forum Thailand Chapter

61
- 30 - China-AUN Scholarship 2019/2020
- 6 - AUN-DPPnet Scholarship Program

1 - Nantopia: Breakthrough Towards the City For All - The 2nd AUN ASEAN Experiential Learning Programme (AELP)

Beneficiaries
- Student participants
- Disabled students
- Local communities
- Higher Education Institutions
- University staff

Impact
- ASEAN Awareness
- Lifelong Learning in Higher Education
- Education for Sustainable Development
- Academic Resource Exchange
- Services Provided by AUN Secretariat

For more details about our Impacts, including definitions and indicators click here!